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Abstract: Log files are rich sources of information exhibiting the actions performed during the usage of a computer system in our daily work. In this study we concentrate on parsing/isolating logs from different sources and then clustering the logs using data mining tool (Weka) to filter the unwanted entries in the logs which will greatly help in correlating the events from different logs. Unfortunately parsing heterogeneous logs to extract the attribute values becomes tedious, since every type of log is stored in a proprietary format. We propose a framework that has the ability to parse and isolate a variety of logs, followed by clustering the logs to identify and remove unneeded entries. Experiments involving a range of logs, reveals the fact that clustering has the capacity to group log entries with a higher degree of accuracy, thereby assisting to identify correctly the entries to be removed.
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INTRODUCTION

Logs are repositories of actions provided by the operating system, applications and devices (Souppaya and Kent, 2006). Logs recorded by diverse entities (OS, application, devices) serve as critical resource in identifying intrusions. A glimpse at the logs manually, conceals the existence of intrusion, but careful examination reveals the existence of intrusion traces. Identifying the traces of problems right from the root may help to design a more complete solution to detect intrusions. Analyzing a single type of log, to generate intrusion alerts results in more number of false positives and false negatives (Abad et al., 2003). From this fact it is evident that multiple types of logs need to be considered and also correlating such logs from myriad of resources becomes necessary.

Events related to system and security is logged by all operating systems. Massive records of operations are also maintained by servers. Bringing all these information together will facilitate a proficient attack detection mechanism (Abad et al., 2003). Data obtained with a considerable delay, will delay the detection process and hence become useless. Moreover, incomplete data might degrade the detection capabilities (Spafford and Zamboni, 2000). This could be the reason that why some of the intrusion based systems do not provide the functionality it promises.

Every type of log records the information which they deem as the most important in their context, for instance host IP address and username (Souppaya and Kent, 2006). Usability of log data depends on the way that each log is interpreted and normalized into a stanch representation (The MIRRE Corporation, 2008). Event correlation is defined by Tiffany (2004) as associating events with one another in useful ways. It is almost impossible to treat every individual event separately. The idea of event correlation is to attempt to isolate larger problems which causes countless symptoms to emerge (Tiffany, 2004). Correlating logs to ascertain intrusion attacks is vital to enhance the effectiveness of the intrusion detection systems. The ability of the intrusion detection systems can be improved by correlating information from different logs, especially regarding the effectiveness in generating alarms (Abad et al., 2003). Inconsistent log formats and data field representations is a challenge for log reviewers, which desires a better understanding of various data fields in each log to perform an exhaustive review (Souppaya and Kent, 2006). Besides, correlation makes detection more effective and imparts information needed for future prevention and reaction (Abad et al., 2003).

The majority of logging mechanisms available today is not crafted by computer security experts and hence inappropriate for intrusion detection (Barse and Jonsson, 2004). Very little discussion regarding the log mechanism is found in intrusion detection literature. Most of the log related discussions consider the type of data used and leave behind, the technique used to produce such data (Larson and Jonsson, 2006). The two common dilemmas in event logging are the varied log formats and the
massive number of recorded events. No establishments are available to standardize formats, hence logs are written in a proprietary fashion (Herreras and Gomez, 2007). The underlying problem is that although the log sources contain all the information for a successful recovery from an intrusion, this information is drowned inside mammoth log entries generated by the legitimate use of the system (Fredrikson et al., 2010). Even though the tool Slog designed by Fredrikson et al. (2010) provides the user with a simplified view of the events related to the intrusion, the need of manual analysis is still expected. A common restriction in majority of the tools and sources of information is that they blend together the actions of the intruder with that of legitimate users. In spite of the availability of adequate information regarding logs and disk state to empathize an attack, identifying the chain of actions from the initial compromise to the detection point, is still a manual process (King and Chen, 2003), furthermore in multipart datasets, the margin between normal and abnormal events are not apparent (Yu et al., 2009).

The vicinity of intrusion event correlation is immense and we do not concentrate on each facet of it. The focus is streamlined towards:

- Collection of different logs from standard datasets available online (Chuvakin, 2009) and also the logs generated especially by lightweight components or applications, without forgetting the essence of the information to be extracted for further process
- Extracting or parsing the data from the logs and store it in a format, to induce the process of segregating the log entries using clustering algorithms
- Reducing unneeded entries in logs to a format that, ease the normalization process, without losing the intrusion context

**RELATED WORK**

Statistical approaches lean towards the process that generated the data, but machine learning techniques spotlights on building a system that increases its performance based on prior results which means that the systems based on machine learning paradigm has the skill to amend their execution approach on the basis of newly acquired information (Patcha and Park, 2007). The technology of data mining and machine learning have lead many researches to overcome the restriction of signature and anomaly detection with a better detection capacity for unknown attacks and reduce false alarm rate (Muda et al., 2010). Grouping and clustering the alerts based on their feature similarities actually can reveal the attack steps launched by the attackers (Siraj et al., 2009). A cluster is a group of likely objects sharing some common characteristics. The aim of cluster analysis is the classification of network connections, or objects, according to similarities among them and organizing objects into groups.

Clustering algorithms can aid existing intrusion detection systems with the ability to detect unseen anomalous behavior, where unknown patterns or signatures can be detected (Zhong et al., 2007). The nature of the data to be clustered should be given paramount significance in selecting the appropriate algorithm for clustering (Vaaanidii, 2003). Clustering spotlights on finding patterns in the input data and clusters instances with similar properties into groups (Nguyen and Armitage, 2008). So clustering algorithms can greatly help in dividing the normal behavior from the anomalous one. Those clusters which are having minimum number of events need more attention so as to identify the anomalies correctly. Clustering provides the ability to learn from and detect intrusions in the audit data, without requiring the system administrator to give clear descriptions of a range of attack classes/types (Patcha and Park, 2007). More over clustering algorithms are unsupervised and they do not need labeled data as input. They have the ability to learn by itself in finding patterns with the provided data.

Chandola et al. (2009) categorize the cluster based anomaly detection techniques based on three assumptions. They are: (1) normal events form clusters whereas anomalous events will not form clusters, (2) normal events are closer to centroid, whereas anomalous events are far away from the centroid and (3) normal events form bigger clusters, whereas anomalous event form smaller clusters. The third could be the right assumption for our work and the experiments are continued with that assumption. The event clusters that are bigger are filtered to reduce the unimportant or unneeded events based on the assumption mentioned before. Feedback Learning IPS (Locasto et al., 2006) is a mixture approach to host security to prevent binary code injection attacks, comprises of three key mechanisms namely an anomaly-based classifier, a signature-based filtering scheme and a supervision framework that employs Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) to identify injected code and prevent code injection attacks which allows FLIPS to construct signatures for zero-day exploits. This work concentrates only on a specific type of attack especially code injection attacks and the rest of the attacks are not addressed.

The Slog devised by Fredrikson et al. (2010) allows users to state the syntactic and semantic information about the events for a given random set of log sources and performs thorough and accurate analysis of the
events. Besides, it offers services to perform semantic abstraction for a series of events gathered from log sources, allows the user to simplify the view of the events. This tool intends to provide a straightforward view of the events and objects related to an intrusion and do not concentrate on generating alarms with respect to an intrusion. Moreover the user has to provide the syntax and semantic description of the log sources.

The majority of the clustering algorithms are designed for general data sets such as market basket data, where no exact assumptions are being made on the nature of data (Vaarandi, 2003). Siraj et al. (2009) used an unsupervised clustering algorithm, Expectation Maximization (EM) which has a better performance, in terms of ability to combine redundant alerts and abandon false positives and worthless alerts. The originality of this work is the combination of Improved Unit Range (IUR), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and unsupervised learning algorithm (Expectation Maximization) as a solution to group intrusion alerts and to clean the unnecessary alerts. Moreover the experiment uses DARPA 2000 Scenario Specific Dataset.

Yen and Lee (2009) implemented a Cluster-based under-sampling approach by which all the training data is clustered first. Every cluster becomes the representative of the class where majority of the sample belongs to. In other words, the cluster having more majority class samples and less minority class samples, acts like the majority class samples. The cluster having more minority class samples and less majority class samples, acts like minority class samples. So the approach selects a certain number of majority class samples and minority class samples from each cluster based on the ratio between them. This approach has a better prediction accuracy and stability than other methods, high classification accuracy on predicting the minority class samples and also has a fast execution time.

Chimphlee et al. (2005) implemented a method that combines Rough set and Fuzzy Clustering, where Rough set is to decrease the amount of data and get rid of redundancy and Fuzzy c-means clustering allow objects to belong to several clusters simultaneously, with different degrees of membership. The results are very promising in terms of detection accuracy at low false-positive rates when tested on KDD Cup 1999 intrusion detection dataset. Sequential Information Bottleneck (siB) Clustering (Panda and Petro, 2009) provides better detection accuracy with comparatively low false positive rate in comparison to other existing unsupervised clustering algorithms. The algorithm is able to fix the number of clusters by itself and specifying the number of clusters is not needed and it uses a division of KDD Cup 1999 intrusion detection benchmark dataset.

Zhou et al. (2010) use a simple filtering technique whereby repeated events and periodic events are filtered. It uses a simple statistical algorithm and a simple clustering algorithm to filter the events, which results in the number of events in the log decline by 96%. Liang et al. (2005) proposed a method called Adaptive Semantic Filtering (ASF) which uses the semantic context of event descriptions to decide on the redundant events. This involves three steps: (1) building a dictionary of keywords that appear in event descriptions, (2) translating event descriptions into a binary vector in which each element of the vector represents the status of the appearance of keyword in the description and (3) filtering events using adaptive semantic correlation thresholds.

Our work uses the clustering algorithm to form natural clusters before the filtering process starts. The filtering process is done based on the assumption that the dense clusters are operational noise and the thin clusters are possibly the cause of an anomalous activity. Moreover, multilevel clustering is used to identify those events, which changes the cluster at different levels, to make the filtering process easier. Most of the related work mentioned above uses a dataset which has been collected from a single source, which means that, the data is collected from a single device or a single application which is already labeled as normal or intrusive. Since our work revolves around correlating the entries from different log sources captured from different applications or devices, the usage of KDD cup dataset is not amicable.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Log management infrastructures usually carry out functions similar to parsing, filtering, aggregating logs without losing the originality of the logs (Souppaya and Kent, 2006). Correlation takes place after collecting, filtering and normalizing the log files (Herreras and Gomez, 2007). Data mining techniques would be very useful in processing massive number of entries present in the logs (Abad et al., 2003) and Weka is used for this purpose in the proposed framework. The work done by Abad et al. (2003) which is the first of this kind of work, exhibits the importance of correlating heterogeneous logs to identify anomalies, but did not suggest a concrete framework to implement the same. It also gives an insight of the different type of logs that can be considered for correlation. The framework proposed by Herreras and Gomez (2007) collects log files from different sources through agents, stores it in container and filters the log before normalizing the events. Semantic abstraction is the technique introduced by Fredrikson et al. (2010) to filter syslog events by condensing linked sequences of events.
so as to create an abstracted view of the events that maintains the semantics of the underlying events.

Our framework illustrated in Fig. 1 differs from Herreras and Gomez (2007) and Fredrikson et al. (2010) by using multiple logs from different sources (Zhou et al., 2010) and by specifying the types of log used. The parsing done by Fredrikson et al. (2010) is a joint effort of the user and the tool, whereas the tool is fully responsible for parsing logs in our case, but limited only to the logs stated in our framework. Filtering is performed by Herreras and Gomez (2007) by compressing, counting, suppressing and generalizing events, whereas in our case the filtering process starts initially by clustering the events in individual logs followed by reducing the changing clusters and big clusters from the logs for further process.

The algorithm to implement the proposed framework is as follows:

- **Collecting**: Collect unlabelled heterogeneous logs
- **Parsing**: Parse raw logs individually and isolating log entries if needed
- **Clustering**: Grouping the log entries before filtering
  (a) Finding the ideal number of clusters (K) for every parsed log dataset using EM clustering algorithm
  (b) Run K-Means algorithm on parsed logs using K clusters generated in (a)
  (c) Repeat (b) twice
- **Parsing**: Parse the clustered logs to make it viable for filtering
- **Filtering**: Filter the clustered events
  (a) Filter-in the events which switch the clusters during successive iterations
  (b) Filter-in smaller clusters that satisfies the given thresholds:
  (c) Clusters containing events that are less than or equal to 10% of the total number of events clustered, for that particular dataset
  (d) IF number of events yielded by (a) and (c) is 0 THEN Clusters containing events that are less than or equal to the total number of events clustered for that particular dataset divided by number of clusters for that particular dataset and then proceed to aggregating
  ELSE proceed to aggregating
- **Aggregating**: Combining filtered events in which the attribute values are exactly alike and also is recorded in the same minute of time

Every log is individually treated since every log has different number of attributes and also attribute values as well as shown in Fig. 2. So parsing is done separately for each type of log and stored in a separate file. In some cases, the entries belong to the same log is isolated because, the same log contains different attributes for different entries which mandates the same log to be stored in separate files. For example, IP Table syslog entry has varying number of attributes for different protocols (TCP, ICMP, UDP has 24, 22, 21, respectively). In some other cases, the data for a long duration is given in a single large file, which has to be divided into smaller sets for a specific duration to ease further process.

Apache logs are more or less having similar attributes, but the rest of the logs need to be separately parsed since every log has different number of attributes. Parsing a log which has different punctuations for different attributes in the same record is very difficult. Moreover the format of date in different log remains different, which needs to be parsed to a single common format.

Log parsing is a process of extracting data from a log, which could be used as input for another logging process. An example of parsing is reading a text-based log file that holds n comma-separated values in each line and extracting the n values from each line. Parsing is a part of numerous logging functions, like log conversion and log viewing (Souppaya and Kent, 2006). Since every log records different attributes, separate parsers needs to be written to parse the logs to a format, where every attribute in a record is separated by commas. The reason for separating attributes using commas is to ease and expedite the preprocessing by the data mining tool (WEKA). A parser is typically developed using a script language like Perl or Python (Forte, 2004). Zhou et al. (2010) use Python to parse about 977,858 events in 4 min 24 sec and each event contains nine attributes and save the logs into the MySQL database. Perl is chosen to write the parser because of its text processing capabilities at a faster pace compared to Python.

The time taken to parse 179752 entries with every entry having 20-24 attribute values is only 27 sec as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The parser also separates entries based on the protocols (TCP, UDP and ICMP) and stores it in 3 different files, which is appropriate for the data mining tool for further training process. If the parsed log file has more entries, it should be divided and made into smaller files to overcome the problems regarding memory constraints posed by the data mining tool (WEKA).

The logs are clustered using unsupervised learning, especially using clustering algorithms because of the reason it can work well on unlabelled data. The clustered output consists of additional attributes such as instance number and cluster number apart from those attributes.
Fig. 1: Architecture of the proposed framework

Apache HTTP Access Log
24.156.254.170 - - [06/Mar/2005 05:28:52 -0500] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 403 2898 "-"
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows 98)"
Apache HTTP Error Log
Sun Mar 06 04:05:53 2005 [notice] Digest: generating secret for digest authentication ...
Apache HTTP SSL Error Log
Mon Mar 07 03:07:01 2005 [error] Spurious SSL handshake interrupt [Hint: Usually just one of these OpenSSL confusions]
Linux Syslog
Mar 6 08:54:47 combo sshd[6394]: Failed password for root from 210.125.27.175 port 1510 ssh2
Snort Logs
Firewall log
Feb 25 12:11:24 bridge kernel: INBOUND TCP IN=br OUT=br

Fig. 2: Sample logs

Fig. 3: Time duration for parsing logs
present in a log entry. Additionally it contains information which is recorded in the file as a part of processing. Parsing has to be done on clustered output to make it concise for the filtering process. The big clusters possibly contain the entries of the operational noise that is generated by the legitimate use of the system. The smallest clusters need to be identified for further processing and biggest clusters needs to be filtered. After filtering the unneeded entries from each log, the attributes common in all the logs is found.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For the experiments the logs provided by Chuwakin (2009) is used. The experiments were conducted at the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, University Putra Malaysia from 2009 to 2010. The reason for choosing a particular type of log is based on the promising results tabulated by Ahad et al. (2003) which illustrate the ability of the logs in showing the traces of different types of attacks. Parsing of individual logs was done using Perl. The HTTP server logs were provided in several files, in which each file contains entries for a particular duration. IP Table syslog was provided in a single bunch, but it was isolated and stored in different files after parsing, similar to the duration followed in the previous case, which also applies Linux Syslog. Parsing every group of HTTP server logs consumed less than a second which has approximately 2000 entries. Table 1 provides the type of logs and the number of entries for each type of log used for the experiments. All the logs listed in Table 1 were captured during a specific time (20th to 27th February, 2005).

The attack detection rate of unsupervised algorithms are higher than that of the supervised ones (Gogoi et al., 2010) and since the clustering algorithms are unsupervised, we have chosen to use the most popular and the simplest partition algorithm K-means (Jain, 2010) which clusters individual logs and the number of clusters to be formed has to be given in advance (Zuruatuza et al., 2010). Finding the number of clusters automatically is the most complex dilemma in data clustering (Jain, 2010), so the number of clusters K for each and every log was determined using Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, because it can automatically divide the instances into a definite number of clusters, considered as the best one for the particular dataset (Zuruatuza et al., 2007). The number of clusters generated using EM is shown in Table 2.
The K value thus generated was used for forming clusters using K means. So every log will form different number of clusters and the resulting clusters were stored in ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) which is ideal for further experiments. The reason for preferring K means over EM for the experiments is because of its ability in handling large datasets with less processing time. Hence only the cluster number generated by EM is used to cluster the raw dataset again using simple K means. The clustered output generated by the Weka explorer is given as input for the experimenter. The number of clusters (K) used for all the logs for the experiments is same as stated in Table 2. The number of folds and the iterations are set to 10 for all the experiments to allow every part of the log to be used alternatively for training and testing to produce more accurate results.

The results of the experiments using K-Means as illustrated in Table 3 and Fig. 4a-b reveals the fact that the false positive and false negative rate decreases when the clusters are clustered again. Moreover the true positive and true negative rate increases after re-clustering, which means that the accuracy of the clustering increases. The clustering is done until the third level, because the FN and FP rate becomes stabilized within without significant rate changes. Another interesting fact noticed is that, some of the entries which were grouped in cluster X in the first level clustering changes to cluster Y in the second level. The samples depicting the cluster changes are given in Fig. 5.

An entry changes from one cluster to another cluster in the next iteration was because after clustering for the first time every entry is given an extra attribute specifying the cluster which it belongs to. And this helps the clustering algorithm to better decide the cluster which the entry should be in. Moreover the above cluster reveals the fact that, those entries that move to a different cluster
in the next level is a sign of abnormal behavior apart from the small clusters and needs to be considered for correlating with other types of logs.

Based on the algorithm proposed earlier, individual logs are filtered to reduce the number of unwanted events which may be operational noise. Table 4 illustrates the number of events filtered as per the algorithmic criteria followed with the aggregation of filtered events. The filtering result shows that an average of 30% of the events is filtered-in for further processing, which can be considered significant. Events thus filtered are sanitized and then aggregated to remove duplicate entries which are recorded in the same minute of time which reduces another 2% of the events in average.

CONCLUSION

The experimental findings encourage advancing the work to test various clustering algorithms with different datasets based on our proposed framework. Since the goal of our work is to reduce the false positives and false negatives and the results show the direction that clustering can help to reduce false positives and false negatives. More experiments need to be conducted on the clustering algorithms to verify the efficiency for different parameters. After clustering individual logs, the redundant entries were filtered, leaving the candidate entries. Filtering criteria proposed needs to be polished and new criteria has to be framed to reduce the number of events further. Besides, aggregation has to be fine-tuned to combine events having inconsequential difference in attribute values. The common fields available in different logs are identified for further correlation which will help to combine the filtered events from different logs into a single set for clustering again.
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